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Spinal dural arteriovenous fistula (AVF) accounts for the majority of spinal vascular malformations (70%) and can lead to venous congestion with neurological injury.1,2 Spinal angiography is the gold standard for diagnosis. We present a case of tortuous, ectatic aorta with significant atherosclerosis preventing completion of successful spinal angiogram. Utilization of delayed multiphase computed tomography angiography (CTA) in patients with difficult to access vasculature provides a novel diagnostic and pre-therapeutic planning test for spinal dural AVF.

The patient was an 85-year-old man with a 3-month history of bilateral lower extremity weakness and gait instability and found to have holocord edema on his thoracic MRI concerning for spinal dural AVF. On initial presentation, EMG demonstrated evidence of a distal, symmetric polyneuropathy in the bilateral lower extremities and a left-sided common peroneal neuropathy at the fibular head with axonal denervation. Two weeks later, the patient was admitted for frequent falls during exertion. He was also noted to have increased urinary frequency, decreased lower extremity sensation, and urinary incontinence. Medical history was pertinent for left-leg deep venous thromboembolism, hypertension, and hyperlipidemia.

MRI of his thoracic spine showed intramedullary T2 hyperintense signal throughout the thoracic spinal cord and adjacent dilated perimedullary veins. This finding was initially concerning for dural AVF. The patient underwent incomplete spinal angiography, which failed to identify a fistulous connection. Follow-up, high-resolution T2 FIESTA (Fast Imaging Employing Steady-state Acquisition) MRI of the spine redemonstrated the dilated perimedullary vascularity on the posterior surface of the spinal cord and holocord edema; however, the fistulous connection was still not apparent. A second spinal angiography focused on the lower lumbar, internal iliac, and subclavian arterial branches without identification of a spinal vascular abnormality. Finally, multiphase CTA was conducted, focused on the thoracic level. The second phase was delayed 30 seconds after the first phase to allow for better opacification of the segmental arterial system (Figures 1 and 2). This led to clear visualization of the spinal dural AVF emanating from a radiculomedullary branch of the left T6 segmental artery (Figure 3). Subsequent thoracic laminectomy for AVF ligation was performed without complications.

Multiphase, rapid dynamic CTA assists in overcoming some resolution limitations of non-invasive imaging, mainly high spatial resolution, hemodynamic visualization of the spinal vascular malformation, and broader survey of fistulous connection possibilities.3 The accuracy of multidetector CTA for determining level of fistulous connection has previously been compared and validated in other image-acquisition techniques, such as digital subtraction angiography (DSA).4 DSA provides a gold standard for recognizing type, level, and site of spinal vascular malformations; however, it may require general anesthesia and has risks inherently associated with invasive endovascular procedures.5 Multiphase CTA of the spine offers a non-invasive method of identifying the fistulous site and planning treatment. While in the past, it has been concluded that time-resolved

Figure 1: Axial CTA with 30-second delayed acquisition demonstrates improved opacification of the segmental artery (black arrows) arising from the descending thoracic aorta feeding the spinal dural AVF.
imaging could perhaps be utilized as a screening tool for spinal vascular malformations; this case exemplifies circumstances in which multiphase CTA could provide greater screening benefit than catheter-based spinal angiography.  
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